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The Lycan King Xavier is making his final march on the embattled humans to bring on the end of

one age and usher in the dawning of a new, fiercer one where he will dominate his subjects with an

iron claw. Follow along with Michael, a half vampire; Mathieu, the werewolf; Azile, the witch; Bailey,

the warrior; and Lana, the young woman who is so much more than anyone knows as they attempt

to bring Xavier and his army to heel.
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I loved it! Anytime I can escape my reality for a few hours in a world with Michael Talbot, I am there!

I love the sense of humor that gets me laughing even during serious battles. Lots of action and great

characters! Death by a thousand slices, I know Mark Tufo must watch the same wonderful series I

do. Some readers may complain about the ending, but I do not believe it, only another Talbot

adventure! Do not hesitate to read this book if you have read the first two. If you haven't, you are

missing a real treat by a very talented writer!

Michael Talbot once again finds his life turned upside down by being forced to fight even though all

he wishes is to be left alone. He has little choice but to continue the fight because Xavier the would

be Lycan King is determined to rule the world. This time there can be no bystanders and Talbot

knows this. This series, while purely Talbot is darker and considering what he has been through

over the last two hundred years to be expected. But he is still his wisecracking self and even though



those around him don't understand his words, phrases and attempt at humor. We are even allowed

a small window into the past as his children age and move on. A sad moment that is to be expected

but one that needed to be viewed by us, perhaps answering some questions. And maybe give us

more into the legacy he has left behind? A sad ending or new beginning...If you are a fan of

Tufo/Talbot this is a must read in one of the many alternate universes of Michael Talbot. You will not

be disappointed

My biggest complaint about this book is the fact that it ended. I originally put off reading the series

because I didn't think I would like it, but I fell in love with it on the first page. Just like in every book I

have read that mark tufo has written, I can't put it down until it's over, and then I am in mourning for

a few days because it's over. While I am reading it, I end up being late for work, my house is a

disaster, clothes don't get washed, and bills don't get paid. Take a chance on this series if you

haven't already, it is worth it!

If allowed, I'd give the book and the series 10 Stars. I sinisterly hope there is a LF 4.I did something

that I don't usually do and reloaded LF 1 and 2 back on my Kindle. I wanted to get the feel for the

whole series again. I had some free time and read through all 3 books in four days. It was quite the

pleasure. It was almost like watching a movie. The action is fast paced the the story moves along

evenly. Michael Talbot is a professional smart ass and always has a wise crack ready. But he is

different in many ways then the Michael Talbot of the Zombie Fallout series because of life events.

The Lycan Fallout series begins 150 years after the Zombie fallout. And this Michael Talbot is in a

very dark place since all that he had, knew and loved are gone. No spoilers though, you'll have to

read the series and find out what's going on for yourself. This book started a touch slow for me, but

it picks up quickly and when it does it does not let up all the way though to the end. It is very hard to

put down once you start it. The author continues his excellent work and never disappoints.

Just finished Lycan Fallout 3. I read all three back to back. Just like the Zombie Fallout series,

Lycan Fallout is a captivating, serious, humorous, disturbing and hilarious series. It has werewolves,

Lycan (kind of a souped up werewolf), a friendly & helpful werewolf, witches, vampires, ghosts and

spirits, a great protective dog and zombies. It's a very good tale which I enjoyed so much but will

now miss that it's over. I can see the way book 3 ended, it could be over for our hero Michael

Talbot, at least as a half vamp. But, we can only hope miracles occur and it continues. It is fiction

after all so Mark Tufo can do whatever he wants. Thank you Mark Tufo, I love your books.



Yet again, another incredible book from Mr. Tufo. Michael Talbot is a character that you can easily

become invested in, one of the most unique and likable ones out there.When done, that old saying

about experiencing emotional trauma at the hands of a paperback (or Kindle) rings true.Anyhow,

you truly realize just how much Talbot has given up, particularly during the flashback scene, and it

hits you right in the gut through great writing. I suspect that this may be the end of an era, but, it's

not the end of Michael Talbot. You know Tufo has to have something special up his sleeve.

How does Mark Tufo do it?? His imagination must be endless. Some of the reviews seem to think

Michael Talbot is "dead", but I don't think so. He is in another realm with Tommy. He actually

escapes through some type of portal, and I don't think Tommy gets the chance to come with him.

Where is he? Probably some hellish place. Our hero has more stories to tell.

I learned about Mr Tufo from another author whose main character read his books I am a fan for life

I didn't think I would like the little offsets from the main Zombie books but I do Mr. Tufo characters

are so. Real you find your self gasping crying getting angry and laughing Well done sir well done fan

for life
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